WHAT'S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Short sleep may be an adolescent obesity risk factor, but most evidence is from crosssectional studies. Three longitudinal studies have investigated the association between sleep duration and adolescent obesity, finding mixed results.
RESULTS: BMI increased from age 14 to 18, with the largest increase observed at the 90th BMI percentile. Each additional hour of sleep was associated with decreases in BMI at the 10th (-0.04; 95% confidence interval [CI]: -0.11, 0.03), 25th (-0.12; 95% CI: -0.20, -0.04), 50th (-0.15; 95% CI: -0.24, -0.06), 75th (-0.25; 95% CI: -0.38, -0.12), and 90th (-0.27; 95% CI: -0.45, -0.09) BMI percentiles. The strength of the association was stronger at the upper tail of the BMI distribution. Increasing sleep from 7.5 to 10.0 hours per day at age 18 predicted a reduction in the proportion of adolescents .25 kg/m 2 by 4%.
CONCLUSIONS:
More sleep was associated with nonuniform changes in BMI distribution from age 14 to 18. Increasing sleep among adolescents, especially those in the upper half of the BMI distribution, may help prevent overweight and obesity. Pediatrics 2013;131:1-7
The untoward psychosocial and physical consequences of adolescent obesity have been well documented. 1, 2 Unfortunately, the prevalence of adolescent obesity has more than tripled over the past 4 decades (5.2% to 18.4%). 3, 4 The rise in obesity has been paralleled by decreases in the amount of time that adolescents have spent sleeping, 5 leading to the hypothesis that short sleep duration has contributed to the rise in adolescent obesity.
Cross-sectional studies support an association between less sleep and adolescent obesity, [6] [7] [8] but longitudinal studies are needed to establish temporal precedence. Three longitudinal studies have investigated the relationship between sleep duration and adolescent BMI. [9] [10] [11] Two of those studies found evidence that less sleep led to an increased likelihood of being classified as obese at follow-up, 10 ,11 whereas 1 study found no association. 9 These studies only measured BMI at 2 time points and categorized participants into nonobese and obese groups based on BMI. Such categorization of a continuous variable reduces statistical power and considers those in close proximity to a category cutoff, but on opposite sides, as being very different, as opposed to being very similar. 12 Longitudinal studies that incorporate .2 study waves and consider changes in the entire BMI distribution will further our understanding of the relationship between sleep duration and the development of adolescent overweight and obesity. We used quantile regression because it allows for the investigation of predictors (eg, sleep) across the distribution of an outcome variable (eg, BMI). 13 The purpose of our study was to determine if sleep duration was associated with changes across the BMI distribution, over 8 study waves, from age 14 to 18.
METHODS

Participants
The participants were recruited from 4 suburban high schools in Philadelphia, when they were entering ninth grade. We identified 1517 adolescents, but 30 were ineligible to participate due to having a special classroom placement or not being a native English speaker. The 1487 eligible adolescents were invited to participate, and of those, 1478 (99%) provided parental consent and were enrolled into the study. The baseline survey was completed by 1429 (97%) of the participants enrolled; reasons for not completing the survey included being absent from school (n = 30) and withdrawing from the study (n = 19). The University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board granted ethical approval for the study.
BMI
The participants self-reported their height and weight, from which BMI was calculated (kg/m 2 ). The height and weight data were screened for high and low values and were compared with Center for Disease Control and Prevention growth chart data. 14 There is high correlation between adolescent BMI calculated from self-report and measured height and weight. [15] [16] [17] Also, similar measures of association were observed between obesity risk factors and BMI when calculated from selfreported and measured height and weight. 18 
Sleep
Typical duration of sleep on a school night (Sunday to Thursday) and on a weekend night (Fri and Sat) were selfreported by the participants, to the nearest 15 minutes. Past studies have shown that adolescents are able to recall their typical duration of sleep. 19 The sleep times reported were screened for low and high values, and if a participant reported sleep times that were 3 standard deviations above or below the age and gender-specific mean hours of sleep, then their sleep data were coded as missing. The average time spent sleeping per day was calculated for each participant [(school night 3 5) + (weekend night 3 2)/7]. 8 
Covariates
It has been shown in previous studies that BMI and sleep duration differ by gender, 3, 20 race, 3, 20 and socioeconomic status. 20, 21 Therefore, these demographic variables were included in the current study as covariates. Maternal education was used as a marker of socioeconomic status. Physical activity has been associated with lower BMI in adolescents, 22 and it has been suggested that more physical activity is associated with more sleep. 23 For these reasons, self-reported time spent in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) was included as a covariate. It has been observed that more time spent watching television and playing video games is associated with higher BMI in adolescents, 24 and data suggest that more screen time is associated with less sleep. 23 For these reasons, self-reported screen time (television/ video and video games) was included as a covariate.
Statistical Analysis
The means and standard deviations are presented for the continuous variables, and the frequencies and percentages are provided for the categorical variables. Longitudinal quantile regression was used to address the aim of our study. 25 Quantile regression is related to ordinary least squares regression but can model any point in the distribution of a continuous outcome variable, not just the mean. 13, 25 Furthermore, the dependent variable is modeled as a continuous variable, and categorization does not take place. The coefficients from quantile regression are interpreted in the exact same way as those from ordinary least squares regression. In the current study, the coefficients represent the change in BMI for every unit change in the independent variable; study wave and sleep were modeled as the main independent variables. Study wave was coded 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 to represent each 6-month follow-up, and sleep was modeled as a continuous variable (hours per day). The coefficients at the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th BMI percentiles are presented. Model 1 included study wave and gender to describe the change in the BMI distribution from age 14 to 18. In model 2, sleep was added as an independent variable to determine if sleep was associated with changes in the BMI distribution from age 14 to 18. Race and maternal education were then added as independent variables (model 3), self-reported MVPA was then added as an independent variable (model 4), and finally screen time was added as an independent variable (model 5). The purpose of models 3, 4, and 5 was to determine if any association between sleep and change in BMI remained after their inclusion in the model. The data were arranged in the long format; to account for the repeated measures on the participants, a first-order autoregressive correlation structure was modeled, and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated from 500 bootstrap samples. 25 All analyses were conducted by using Stata 12.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX).
RESULTS
Of those enrolled 1336 provided valid BMI data at baseline (93%), and 1089 (82%) provided BMI data at the eighth study wave (Table 1) . Our sample had equal proportions of male and female participants, most of the sample was white (.74%), and the majority of the participants had mothers who attained a high school education or greater (.70%; Table 1 ). The average hours of sleep was ∼8 hours per day for both male and female participants at baseline, and this decreased to an average of 7.5 hours per day at the eighth study wave ( Table 1 To aid the interpretation of the coefficients presented in Table 2 , BMI distributions at wave 0 and wave 7 are illustrated in Fig 1. The dashed line represents the predicted BMI distribution if all adolescents accumulated 8.1 hours of sleep at age 14 and 7.5 hours of sleep per day at age 18. The solid line represents the BMI distribution if all adolescents accumulated 10.0 hours of sleep per day at each age. The stronger negative association between sleep duration and BMI at the upper tail of the distribution can be observed, which translates to a leftward shift at the upper tail of the BMI distribution with more sleep (Fig 1) .
DISCUSSION
The current study was designed to investigate the effect of sleep duration on changes in BMI from mid to late adolescence. Importantly, we observed a large sample of adolescents over 8 study waves and considered the entire BMI distribution. We found that less sleep was associated with greater increases in BMI from age 14 to 18, but the association was not uniform across the BMI distribution. Less sleep was more strongly associated with increases in BMI at the upper tail, compared with the lower tail, of the distribution. This provides strong evidence that sleep duration is an important adolescent obesity risk factor and that it is especially important to ensure that adolescents in the upper half of the BMI distribution at age 14 accumulate sufficient hours of sleep and also maintain sufficient hours of sleep throughout adolescence. It is recommended that adolescents sleep for 8.5 to 10.5 hours per day. 5 On the basis of our results, sleeping for 10 hours per day versus ,8 hours per day could reduce the proportion of adolescents with a BMI $25 by 3% at age 14 and by 4% to 6% at age 18. The prevalence of adolescent obesity increased by 7.5% from 1991 to 2008 3, 4 ; at the population level, a 4% reduction in the proportion of adolescents with a BMI $25 translates to ∼500 000 fewer 14-to 18-year-olds who are overweight. 26 Therefore, increasing the average time spent sleeping each night by 2 hours across mid to late Two smaller longitudinal studies reported associations between less sleep at baseline and an increased likelihood of being classified as obese at followup. 10, 11 Seegers et al observed 1916 preadolescents from age 10 to 13 and found that those in the low sleep trajectory group were 3 times more likely to be obese, compared with those in the high sleep trajectory group. 10 Similarly, Silva et al recruited 304 children (aged 6-12) who were followed-up 5 years later (aged 10 to 18), and observed that sleeping for ,7.5 hours per day at baseline, compared with $9.0 hours per day at baseline, was associated with a threefold increased likelihood of being obese at follow-up. 11 Our findings are consistent with these findings and extend the research by following adolescents over a longer time period and studying the entire BMI distribution. However, 1 study reported a null association between sleep duration and BMI defined obesity at 2-year follow-up in a sample of 13 568 adolescents. 9 It would be of interest to study the BMI distribution in that sample of adolescents to determine if the association between sleep duration and changes in BMI were uniform across the BMI distribution.
It is important to note that the associations we observed between sleep duration and BMI remained afteradjusting for screen time and physical activity. This implies that more sleep could contribute to the prevention of adolescent obesity, even if the screen time and physical activity guidelines are met. 27, 28 It is a limitation that we were not able to include any measure of dietary intake in our study, and we cannot exclude the possibility that our findings are explained, in part, by increases in caloric intake with less sleep. 29 However, the association between less sleep and adolescent obesity reported by Silva et al was adjusted for caloric intake, 11 which implies that more sleep could contribute to the prevention of adolescent obesity, even for those who consume an excess of calories. It has been proposed that less sleep increases adolescent BMI by decreasing physical activity, as a consequence of fatigue and changes in hormones that regulate energy expenditure, 30, 31 and increasing energy intake, as a consequence of more eating opportunities and changes in hormones that regulate energy intake. 30, 31 It is therefore surprising that adjusting for the energy balance variables did not attenuate the associations observed between sleep duration and
FIGURE 1
Predicted BMI distributions at wave 0 and wave 7 by gender. The dashed line represents the BMI distribution if all adolescents slept for 10 hours per day, and the solid line represents the BMI distribution if all adolescents slept for 8.1 hours per day at age 14 and 7.5 hours per day at age 18 (age-specific average hours of sleep, Table 1 Alternatively, the association we observed could be explained by short sleep disrupting circadian rhythms. 32, 33 Adolescents with short sleep may be more likely to be awake at night and be exposed to light during the dark cycle. This could affect the central clock, which in turn could affect the peripheral clock in adipose tissue, leading to abnormal timing of adipocyte differentiation and the release of adipokines. 32, 33 In support, a cross-sectional study observed that adolescents going to bed late tended to have higher BMIs, independent of sleep duration, compared with adolescents who go to bed early. 34 To test if this circadian rhythm hypothesis explains the relationship between sleep duration and adolescent weight, future studies could specifically control for evening electronic screen exposure, and evening food intake; and investigate if variants in clock genes (eg, CLOCK and BAML1) modify the association between sleep duration and adolescent BMI.
Educating adolescents on the benefits of sleep and informing adolescents of sleep hygiene practices has shown little impact on adolescent sleep duration. A review of school-based sleep education programs found no evidence that such education led to increases in sleep duration among adolescents. 35 Alternatively, schools could help to increase adolescent sleep duration by delaying the start to the school day. Owen et al reported a 45-minute per day increase in sleep by delaying the start of the school day from 8:00 to 8:30. 36 Outside of school, observational data suggest that modifying the bedroom environment, such as removing electronic media from the bedroom, could be important for increasing adolescent sleep duration, 37 although no studies appear to have experimentally tested whether these changes lead to increases in sleep among adolescents. This is an area of research that needs to be further developed to help determine the best approaches for increasing sleep duration among adolescents.
Our longitudinal study has several strengths. We followed adolescents over 8 study waves, whereas previous longitudinal studies included only 2 study waves. [9] [10] [11] Our analytical method allowed for the investigation of sleep duration at the tails of the BMI distribution, and we were able to determine how sleep duration affected the shape of the BMI distribution. Our study also has limitations. Sleep duration was self-reported, and we were not able to measure sleep quality. Our participants self-reported their height and weight, and replication of our findings using BMI calculated from objectively measured height and weight is needed. If these self-report data can be corroborated with objective monitoring data, this would help to establish sleep duration as an important adolescent obesity risk factor. We adjusted for key covariates, but residual confounding may remain due to missing covariates, such as caloric intake. Our participants were sampled from a single region in the United States, and attempts to replicate our findings in other populations of adolescents are needed.
In summary, we conducted a longitudinal quantile regression analysis to assess the association between sleep duration and BMI. Using this novel method, we found that less sleep was associated with greater increases in adolescent BMI from age 14 to 18, with the association strongest at the upper tail of the BMI distribution. This is an important finding and suggests that increasing sleep duration, especially for those in the upper half of the BMI distribution, could help to reduce the prevalence of adolescent obesity.
